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�¯�ÃKÙAÏ)Ú?·  

KÙAÏ�ß�ë-Á�[�È�¢!£�ãNl	â��4,X A�ÃB�ÃC�ÃD �¯�þEÝNM���ÈEÝ�Î�Ô�GEÝNM�Ä 

Passage One 

Public goods are those products from whose enjoyment nobody can be effectively 

excluded. Everybody is free to enjoy the benefits of these commodities, and one person’s 

utilization�Ä�ý*ü�Å does not reduce the possibilities of anybody else’s enjoying the same good.  

Examples of public goods are not as rare as one might expect. A flood control dam is a 

public good. Once the dam is built, all persons living in the area will benefit--regardless of 

their own contribution to the construction cost of the dam. The same holds true for highway 

signs or aids to navigation. Once a lighthouse is
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45. From Justin Boyles’ study we can learn that _____. 

   A. bats often eat insects killed pesticides 

   B. bats in North America are short of food 
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However, some fires are very healthy and helpful to our planet. 
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In 1801, Thomas Jefferson was the first president to take the oath of office in the 

nation’s permanent capital, Washington D. C. Although Washington was a new city, it was 

already familiar to President Jefferson. In fact, Jefferson had helped plan the capital’s streets 

and public buildings. Besides being a city planner and architect, the new President was a 

writer, a scientist, and the 
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�¯�ÃKÙAÏ)Ú?·  

KÙAÏ�ß�ë-Á�[�È�¢!£�ãNl	â��4,X A�ÃB�ÃC�ÃD �¯�þEÝNM���ÈEÝ�Î�Ô�GEÝNM�Ä 

Passage One 

A good marriage means growing as a couple but also growing as individuals.This isn’t 

easy, marriage has always been difficult. Why th
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If FIFA, football’s international ruling body, wants to improve the standard of refereeing 

at the next World Cup, it should encourage referees to keep their eyes on the action from a 
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odd that — unless parents step in — young people are left in the dark until they are cruelly 

introduced to the world of debt when they turn up at university. In a recent poll of over 8,000 

people, 97% supported financial education in schools, while 3% said it was a job for parents. 




